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Bread of Angels
Frederick Douglass knew where he was born but not when. He knew his
grandmother but not his father. And as a young child, there were other questions,
such as Why am I a slave? Answers to those questions might have eluded him but
Douglass did know for certain that learning to read and to write would be the first
step in his quest for freedom and his fight for equality. Told from first-person
perspective, this picture-book biography draws from the real-life experiences of a
young Frederick Douglass and his attempts to learn how to read and write. Author
Shana Keller (Ticktock Banneker's Clock) personalizes the text for young readers,
using some of Douglass's own words. The lyrical title comes from how Douglass
"paid" other children to teach him.

Can You Drink the Cup?
A solitary artisan. A legacy of bread-baking. And one secret that could collapse her
entire identity. Liesl McNamara’s life can be described in one word: bread. From
her earliest memory, her mother and grandmother passed down the mystery of
baking and the importance of this deceptively simple food. And now, as the owner
of Wild Rise bake house, Liesl spends every day up to her elbows in dough,
nourishing and perfecting her craft. But the simple life she has cultivated is
becoming quite complicated. Her head baker brings his troubled grandson into the
bakeshop as an apprentice. Her waitress submits Liesl’s recipes to a popular cable
cooking show. And the man who delivers her flour—a single father with strange
culinary habits—seems determined to win Liesl’s affection. When Wild Rise is
featured on television, her quiet existence appears a thing of the past. And then a
phone call from a woman claiming to be her half-sister forces Liesl to confront longhidden secrets in her family’s past. With her precious heritage crumbling around
her, the baker must make a choice: allow herself to be buried in detachment and
remorse, or take a leap of faith into a new life. Filled with both spiritual and literal
nourishment, Stones for Bread provides a feast for the senses from award-winning
author Christa Parrish. "A quietly beautiful tale about learning how to accept the
past and how to let go of the parts that tie you down." —RT Book Reviews, 4.5
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stars, TOP PICK!

Bread for the Journey
Spirituality needs fresh meaning. Even the disciplines of the Spirit have gotten
covered with dust and lay unused by Christians. It is time for spirituality to get
fresh meaning in our world and with God’s people. In Out of the House of Bread
author Preston Yancey leads us in a new direction of spirituality through the
symbolism and experience of the spiritual disciplines made plain by the baking of
bread. The benefits of this book of devotion include: Finding a nearness to the
holiness of God. Feeling and experiencing the forgiveness of God. And learning
again the disciplines of celebration, confession, and conversion. Each chapter pairs
a spiritual discipline or practice with a baking discipline. You will encounter ancient
practices such as the prayer of examen, lectio divina, intercessory prayer, icons,
and stillness. Yancey shows how, like in Brother Lawrence’s kitchen in The Practice
of the Presence of God, that when you lift up your hands to God and pray, God will
show up right there in the midst of your work and livelihood while you bake. Out of
the House of Bread is a glorious celebration of the sacraments and the seasons of
God, meant as reminders and symbols to take us to God in worship. An appendix,
about gluten-free and vegan bread and the spirituality involved,will close off the
book.

Unchanging Faith in a Changing World
When beloved author Henri Nouwen set out to record this daybook of totally new
reflections, he suddenly found himself on "a true spiritual adventure." For in these
366 original, interlocking morsels of daily wisdom, Nouwen provides both
sustenance and a trail for us to follow, as he unveils, to his own surprise, his
personal map of faith. From the delicate interplay of human experience to the
surrender to Christ and the embrace of Christian community, that journey of
Christian spirituality is explored and celebrated here in each eloquent,
thought–provoking passage, "The table is one of the most intimate places in our
lives. It is there that we give ourselves to one another. When we say, 'Take some
more, let me serve you another plate, let me pour you another glass, don't be shy,
enjoy it,' we say a lot more than our words express. We invite our friends to
become part of our lives. We want them to be nurtured by the same food and drink
that nurture us. We desire communion. Every breakfast, lunch, or dinner can
become a time of growing communion with one another." Intimately personal and
inspiring, Bread for the Journey is a daily feast of fresh insight into the challenges
and deep joys of a life lived in close communion with God. Nouwen is a wise, loving
companion who invites us along as he finds joy in the community of loss, true
freedom in forgiveness of others, and hope in surprising places. Each daily
meditation is a stepping–stone along a path of private discovery, offering Nouwen's
seasoned yet fresh ideas on kindness, love, suffering, and prayer, the Church as
God's people, and the importance of Jesus in one's life–reflecting, as a whole,
Nouwen's own 'personal creed.' Bread for the Journey brims with daily nourishment
and guidance for devoted followers and new friends alike –– food for thought on a
yearlong journey of discovery and faith.
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Bread for the Journey
The Bread of Angels
Being Bread is a book of 25 short anecdotes designed for thoughtful pondering. It
is a book to be savored slowly, bringing us to where we are by realizing the depth
of encounter with Christ that is possible in the overlooked ordinary events of our
lives. Dn. Stephen offers a deep message for those who are seeking spiritual
renewal and a deeper walk in Christ beyond the rote and automatic.

Bread for the Journey
Do you often feel lost, tired, overwhelmed, anxious and discouraged? Do you need
strength and direction to continue your journey? Would you like to find the source
of courage for the emotional stability you never had? You will find messages in this
book that have changed the lives of millions around the world—solid food for your
spirit.When we buy a new appliance, we familiarise ourselves with the
manufacturer's manual. But when it comes to daily life, are you following the
guidelines in your Maker's manual? Daily meditation on God's Word enables you to
know andunderstand the mind of your Creator, and put into practice the guidance
that He has given you to have a life of quality. "Our Daily Bread for 365 Days"
provides a short message for each day of the year, with an explanation of a Bible
passage to sustain the daily needs of your spirit, with the answers you need to
have a year set apart from all the others. Practise the teachings contained in this
book and your life will never be the same.

Bread for the Journey
"I bake because it connects my soul to my hands, and my heart to my
mouth."—Martin Philip A brilliant, moving meditation on craft and love, and an
intimate portrait of baking and our communion with food—complete with seventyfive original recipes and illustrated with dozens of photographs and original handdrawn illustrations—from the head bread baker of King Arthur Flour. Yearning for
creative connection, Martin Philip traded his finance career in New York City for an
entry-level baker position at King Arthur Flour in rural Vermont. A true Renaissance
man, the opera singer, banjo player, and passionate amateur baker worked his
way up, eventually becoming head bread baker. But Philip is not just a talented
craftsman; he is a bread shaman. Being a baker isn’t just mastering the chemistry
of flour, salt, water, and yeast; it is being an alchemist—perfecting the
transformation of simple ingredients into an elegant expression of the soul.
Breaking Bread is an intimate tour of Philip’s kitchen, mind, and heart. Through
seventy-five original recipes and life stories told with incandescent prose, he
shares not only the secrets to creating loaves of unparalleled beauty and flavor but
the secrets to a good life. From the butter biscuits, pecan pie, and whiskey bread
pudding of his childhood in the Ozarks to French baguettes and focaccias, bagels
and muffins, cinnamon buns and ginger scones, Breaking Bread is a guide to
wholeheartedly embracing the staff of life. Philip gently guides novice bakers and
offers recipes and techniques for the most advanced levels. He also includes a
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substantial technical section covering the bread-making process, tools, and
ingredients. As he illuminates an artisan’s odyssey and a life lived passionately, he
reveals how the act of baking offers spiritual connection to our pasts, our families,
our culture and communities, and, ultimately, ourselves. Exquisite, sensuous, and
delectable, Breaking Bread inspires us to take risks, make bolder choices, live
more fully, and bake bread and break it with those we love.

Bread for the Day 2020
The Linns' simplification of the Ignatian examination of conscience is a way to find
daily direction, experience emotional and spiritual growth and grow closer to both
God and one's inner self.

Bread for the Journey
Bread for the Day is a daily-use devotional resource filled with rich treasures: - A
brief scripture reading (NRSV texts) for each day following the daily lectionary
developed by the Consultation on Common Texts and presented in Evangelical
Lutheran Worship - Dated for January 1, 2020, through December 31, 2020 - A
prayer and hymn for each day - Brief yet helpful introductions to the seasons Table graces/meal prayers for the holidays and seasons - Household blessings for
special times throughout the year, including Anniversary of a Baptism, Blessing for
the New Year, Blessing for a Home at Epiphany, Blessing of the Household for
Thanksgiving Day, Remembering Those Who Have Died, Lighting the Advent
Wreath, Blessing of the Christmas Tree - Monthly pages for recording prayer
requests - Notes on festivals and commemorations - Simplified forms for morning
and evening prayer - Waking prayers and bedtime prayers, including prayers with
children Use Bread for the Day for personal, household, or group devotions. This is
the perfect resource for individuals, congregations, households, Bible study groups,
prayer groups, pastors, church councils, outreach teams, confirmation students,
and teachers.

The Littlest Bread
Sometimes you get tired, doing this thing we call justice. You feel burned out or
disillusioned. Sometimes you just need a word from the Lord. In these daily
devotions, Donna Barber offers life-giving words of renewal and hope for those
engaged in the resistance to injustice. When your legs are tired from marching and
your knees are bruised from kneeling, you can experience rest and healing.

Radical Welcome
The story of an unexpected and terribly inconvenient Christian conversion, told by
a very unlikely convert, Take This Bread tells the story of a restaurant cook and
writer who wandered into a church and found herself transformed, setting up a
food pantry around the same altar where she first received the body of Christ.

Our Bread for 365 Days
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We all long to experience a sense of inner wholeness and guidance, but today's
notions of healing and recovery too often keep us focused on our brokenness, on
our deficiencies rather than our strengths. Wayne Muller's luminous new book
gently guides us to the place where we are already perfect, already blessed with
the wisdom we need to live a life of meaning, purpose and grace. He starts, as do
so many spiritual teachers, with simple questions: Who am I? What do I love? How
shall I live, knowing I will die? What is my gift to the family of the earth? He then
takes us deeper, exploring each question through transformative true stories. We
meet men and women--Wayne's neighbors, friends, patients--who have discovered
love, courage, and kindness even in the midst of sorrow and loss. And through
them we glimpse that relentless spark of spiritual magic that burns within each of
us. Woven throughout are contemplations, daily practices, poems, and teachings
from the great wisdom teachings. Page by page, we become more awake to the
joy and mystery of this precious human life, and to the unique gifts every one of us
has to offer the world.

Bread for the Journey
This Devotional was inspired by the African American and Latino Communities. A
Family that Prays together Stays together. A special Devotional for those on their
Spiritual Path. I chose to incorporate songs from YouTube, that got me through
some pretty rough times. I want people to read the passage/scripture, listen to the
song, meditate on it, then incorporate it into their everyday lives. I hope you enjoy,
and I hope one day it becomes a part of your testimony as it is mine. I wish
everyone Peace, Love, and Prosperity. The Bible says where two or more are
gathered God is in the midst. I stand in agreement with you all.

Bread for the Journey
Culinary instructor, baker, and owner of Easy Tiger Bake Shop & Beer Garden,
Norman, explores the European breadmaking traditions that inspire him most
--from the rye breads of France to the saltless ciabattas of Italy, to the traditional
Christmas loaves of Scandinavia.avia.

Banana Fun Bread
Banana Fun Bread is an exciting children's picture book for young readers between
three and six years old. With exciting graphics and and a great story about a Fred,
his imagination, and his silly adventures with banana bread.

Bread Upon the Waters
A Sweet Surrender is the first biography of the magnificent gathering of musical
talents, a collective known as Bread, that gave us such timeless hits as Make it
With You, Everything I Own, If and The Guitar Man. Researched in detail, including
exclusive interviews with founding member Robb Royer, along with friends, family
and former musical associates of the band, A Sweet Surrender reveals the story
behind the band's formative years, their coming together, the rise of Bread and the
subsequent breakup and messy lawsuits that dogged them in later years.
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Bread for Words
Bread for the Journey stakes out new territory for all who are engaged in the many
facts of mission, whether in the urban deserts of the modern United States,
working with AIDS sufferers in rural Uganda, or trying to make sense of conflicting
data on church, world, and gospel. This book makes available a wealth of mission
experience, bread for the journey for all those engaged in ecclesial work, whether
in the First World or the Third. While many speak about the importance of wisdom
theologyÓ as something there ought to be more of,Ó Gittins simply does wisdom
theology. Bread for the Journey bridges the boundaries between spirituality and
theology, mission and anthropology. It will transform your view of Christian
vocation.

Bien Cuit
In Bread for the Journey, Pastor Bill King of Blacksburg, Virginia, begins with advice
he was given as a young pastor, "Preach to yourself and you can be pretty sure
you will hit most of your congregation." The result is a series of short essays,
suitable for use in personal devotions.

How Then, Shall We Live?
You feed your loved ones. But how do you nourish your soul? Strengthen your
relationship with God. Savor everyday moments. Deepen your faith. In this
heartfelt book of meditations for women, the bestselling authors of the Mennonite
Girls Can Cook series serve as friends and companions on your spiritual journey.
The 90 daily devotionals provide morsels for inspiration and reflection, all drawn
from God's unending promises in Scripture. Interspersed throughout the devotional
are favorite recipes, inviting us to extend our tables and share God's blessing with
others. In the pages of Bread for the Journey, you will find: daily inspiration for your
journey with Jesus short prayers and invitations to reflection dramatic family
stories of suffering, migration, and hope tantalizing recipes from the bestselling
authors of Mennonite Girls Can Cook Join the Mennonite Girls as they journey deep
into God's Word, reminding us again and again that God gives us bread for our
journeys, one day at a time. Your soul needs nourishment, and the words of the
Mennonite Girls remind us to celebrate God's constant provision.

The Bread Exchange
The author presents an account of her year in Damascus, where she studied
Jesus's role in Islam, witnessed an influx of refugees displaced by America's Middle
East invasion, and fell in love with a young French novice monk.

The Bread of Angels
Worship involves the senses. The light filtering in from the stained-glass windows,
the colors of the vestments, and even the words we read in our Bibles and prayer
books fascinate us visually in worship. The sounds of musical instruments and
voices raised in song grip us audibly. The feel of the wood on the pews and the
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altar or the leather on our Bibles can engage our sense of touch. All of these
sensations come together to form our worship experience. In Bread for the Journey,
Rolf Svanoe has sought to attract our other senses, enhancing our encounter with
God. This Lenten worship series offers sermons for Ash Wednesday, each week in
Lent, and services for Holy Week and Easter. This book also includes recipes for
breads that can be baked and distributed during the services, each scent and taste
offering an additional insight into the Lenten worship experience. Whether it is the
sweetness of Welcome Bread or the bitterness of Betrayer's Bread, each bread
takes us on a journey through the season of Lent, culminating in the death and
resurrection of Jesus. Pastors and other ministers will be able to use this resource
to draw their congregations into a deeper and more fulfilling Lenten worship. Bread
for the Journey is a resource that will feed a congregation, both spiritually and
physically.

Bread for the Journey
A little Communion host accidentally left behind in a convent bakery discovers,
through various trials, his true destiny.

Bread for the Journey
God Cares More About How You Eat than What You Eat Christians should have their
heads on straight about food—but too often our eating is complicated by burdens
and rules, by diets and dependencies. So how can we keep a spiritually healthy
view of what we eat? Should Christians stop eating white sugar? Does the Bible ask
us to go paleo? Most questions about food aren’t really about nutrition but about
how we understand God. In Broken Bread, Christian Book Award–winner Tilly
Dillehay challenges us to abandon the concept of good and bad foods and instead
offers a way to… celebrate food without obsession make healthy choices without
bondage to rules feed our families without feeling frazzled find satisfaction without
using food as an emotional crutch This isn’t another diet book. You won’t find any
system or plan for eating but rather a joyful call to develop a vision of Christ that
informs the way you eat. Take delight in food again, and discover a feast for today
that whispers of the eternal feast to come.

Broken Bread
Preparing for ministry involves more than the acquisition of certain skills. The
shape of a disciple's soul as he or she embarks on this journey is as important if
not more so than learning how to exegete a text or engage in pastoral care.
Ministry is not easy, and the preparation for this form of Christian discipleship is
open to a variety of temptations, not least of which is a kind of despair over the
paucity of one's own resources, or worse, the illusion that one is better off relying
on one's own talents and virtues. What is needed is bread for this journey, not
necessarily exhortations to work harder, but words of encouragement and grace
that bear witness to the surprising reality that ministry is, in fact, a joyful gift.
These notes from a dean, who sought to help his students discover that joy in their
study and preparation, bear witness to the One, whose life provides bread for
every journey, especially for the journey of pastoral ministry.
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Take this Bread
Purple. The foundation of an influential trade in a Roman world dominated by men.
One woman rises up to take the reins of success in an incredible journey of
courage, grit, and friendship. And along the way, she changes the world. But
before she was Lydia, the seller of purple, she was simply a merchant’s daughter
who loved three things: her father, her ancestral home, and making dye. Then
unbearable betrayal robs her of nearly everything. With only her father’s secret
formulas left, Lydia flees to Philippi and struggles to establish her business on her
own. Determination and serendipitous acquaintances—along with her father’s
precious dye—help her become one of the city’s preeminent merchants. But fear
lingers in every shadow, until Lydia meets the apostle Paul and hears his message
of hope, becoming his first European convert. Still, Lydia can’t outrun her secrets
forever, and when past and present collide, she must either stand firm and trust in
her fledgling faith or succumb to the fear that has ruled her life.

Bread, Butter, and Sugar
Bread for the Journey stakes out new territory for all who are engaged in the many
facts of mission, whether in the urban deserts of the modern United States,
working with AIDS sufferers in rural Uganda, or trying to make sense of conflicting
data on church, world, and gospel. This book makes available a wealth of mission
experience, bread for the journey for all those engaged in ecclesial work, whether
in the First World or the Third. While many speak about the importance of wisdom
theologyÓ as something there ought to be more of,Ó Gittins simply does wisdom
theology. Bread for the Journey bridges the boundaries between spirituality and
theology, mission and anthropology. It will transform your view of Christian
vocation.

Sleeping with Bread
When beloved author Henri Nouwen set out to record this daybook of totally new
reflections, he suddenly found himself on "a true spiritual adventure." For in these
366 original, interlocking morsels of daily wisdom, Nouwen provides both
sustenance and a trail for us to follow, as he unveils, to his own surprise, his
personal map of faith. From the delicate interplay of human experience to the
surrender to Christ and the embrace of Christian community, that journey of
Christian spirituality is explored and celebrated here in each eloquent,
thought–provoking passage, "The table is one of the most intimate places in our
lives. It is there that we give ourselves to one another. When we say, 'Take some
more, let me serve you another plate, let me pour you another glass, don't be shy,
enjoy it,' we say a lot more than our words express. We invite our friends to
become part of our lives. We want them to be nurtured by the same food and drink
that nurture us. We desire communion. Every breakfast, lunch, or dinner can
become a time of growing communion with one another." Intimately personal and
inspiring, Bread for the Journey is a daily feast of fresh insight into the challenges
and deep joys of a life lived in close communion with God. Nouwen is a wise, loving
companion who invites us along as he finds joy in the community of loss, true
freedom in forgiveness of others, and hope in surprising places. Each daily
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meditation is a stepping–stone along a path of private discovery, offering Nouwen's
seasoned yet fresh ideas on kindness, love, suffering, and prayer, the Church as
God's people, and the importance of Jesus in one's life–reflecting, as a whole,
Nouwen's own 'personal creed.' Bread for the Journey brims with daily nourishment
and guidance for devoted followers and new friends alike –– food for thought on a
yearlong journey of discovery and faith.

Breaking Bread
An ode to a life warmly lived, The Bread Exchange tells the story of one woman's
hunger for greater meaning in her life and how it has been enriched by the sharing
of her handmade bread. From her cozy kitchen in Berlin to a flat in London, from a
deck in New York City to huddling around a tandoor in Kabul, the author shares
discoveries, stories, and recipes from her inspiring travels. A busy fashion-industry
professional with a bread-baking obsession, Malin Elmlid started offering her loaves
to others in return for recipes, handmade goods, and, above all, special
experiences that come from giving generously of yourself. Here is a book of tales
and reflections, of wanderlust connections, and more than 50 recipes for Malin's
naturally leavened breads and other delicious things collected on a journey
honoring the staff and the stuff of life.

Bread: a Sweet Surrender
The author presents an account of her year in Damascus, where she studied
Jesus's role in Islam, witnessed an influx of refugees displaced by America's Middle
East invasion, and fell in love with a young French novice monk.

Urban Bread
Worship involves the senses. The light filtering in from the stained-glass windows,
the colors of the vestments, and even the words we read in our Bibles and prayer
books fascinate us visually in worship. The sounds of musical instruments and
voices raised in song grip us audibly. The feel of the wood on the pews and the
altar or the leather on our Bibles can engage our sense of touch. All of these
sensations come together to form our worship experience. In Bread for the Journey,
Rolf Svanoe has sought to attract our other senses, enhancing our encounter with
God. This Lenten worship series offers sermons for Ash Wednesday, each week in
Lent, and services for Holy Week and Easter. This book also includes recipes for
breads that can be baked and distributed during the services, each scent and taste
offering an additional insight into the Lenten worship experience. Whether it is the
sweetness of Welcome Bread or the bitterness of Betrayer's Bread, each bread
takes us on a journey through the season of Lent, culminating in the death and
resurrection of Jesus. Pastors and other ministers will be able to use this resource
to draw their congregations into a deeper and more fulfilling Lenten worship. Bread
for the Journey is a resource that will feed a congregation, both spiritually and
physically.

Brilliant Bread
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The last book published before Henri Nouwen's death in 1996, Can You Drink the
Cup? has been translated into ten languages and sold more than 140,000 copies.
Exploring the deep spiritual impact of the question Jesus asked his friends James
and John, Nouwen reflects upon the metaphor of the cup, using the images of
holding, lifting, and drinking to articulate the basics of the spiritual life. Written
with the profound insight and clarity characteristic of his numerous best-selling
books, Nouwen's deeply perceptive exploration of Jesus' challenging question has
the power to pierce your heart, expand your spiritual horizons, and radically
change your life.

Bread for the Journey
For Peter Reinhart there is no clear line between bread making and soul making. In
this engaging memoir, he traces the many paths he's traveled on his journey
toward becoming a spiritual adult. Drawing upon both his humility as a seeker and
his authority as an internationally known master baker, he relates the twelve
stages of bread making to initiations of the soul that progressively lead one to a
richer, more spiritual life. With humor and wit, he recounts his struggle to forge a
link between the timeless principles of the Judeo-Christian tradition and other world
religions. Ever the pilgrim, he tells movingly of his own search for an inner
priesthood, a search that led him to twenty-five years of seminary training and
charitable work among an eastern orthodox service order; it was here that he
discovered his talent and passion for the innately spiritual craft of bread baking.
Bread Upon the Waters draws upon a rich life, one devoted to caring for others and
to matters of the soul above all else. And woven throughout are inventive recipes
drawing upon the ritualistic tradition of the bread baker-food for the body and
meditations for the spirit.

Out of the House of Bread
Radical Welcome: Embracing God, the Other, and the Spirit ofTransformation is a
practical theological guide for congregations that want to move beyond mere
inclusivity toward becoming a place where welcoming "the other" is taken
seriously and engaging God's mission becomes more than just a catch-phrase. The
book is based on two years of work and over 200 interviews with people in urban,
suburban, and rural congregations around the United States. Each chapter
introduces specific congregations and their challenges, and lays out the theological
underpinnings of tackling fears head-on and embracing change as a welcome part
of community life. Contents include: The Radical Welcome Journey; Mapping
theWay; God of Welcome, God of Grace; With Hearts Wide Open; Getting Real;
Facing Our Fears and Embracing the Dream; The Joy in the Struggle.

Stones for Bread
Bread for the Journey is a rich collection of resources for contemporary worship
services. Written by men and women from various faith communities, these
resources emphasize worship as part of an ever-evolving journey toward God.
Among the resources included are resources for baptism and communion;
confirmation and funerals; liturgical year prayers and litanies; UCC Statement of
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Faith resources; and Responsive Psalms. Bread for the Journey employs inclusive
language and invites a perspective on worship that grows out of our life stories and
journeys.

Four Scraps of Bread
Born in Hungary in 1927, Magda Hollander-Lafon was among the 437,000 Jews
deported from Hungary between May and July 1944. Magda, her mother, and her
younger sister survived a three-day deportation to Auschwitz-Birkenau; there, she
was considered fit for work and so spared, while her mother and sister were sent
straight to their deaths. Hollander-Lafon recalls an experience she had in Birkenau:
“A dying woman gestured to me: as she opened her hand to reveal four scraps of
moldy bread, she said to me in a barely audible voice, ‘Take it. You are young. You
must live to be a witness to what is happening here. You must tell people so that
this never happens again in the world.’ I took those four scraps of bread and ate
them in front of her. In her look I read both kindness and release. I was very young
and did not understand what this act meant, or the responsibility that it
represented.” Years later, the memory of that woman’s act came to the fore, and
Magda Hollander-Lafon could be silent no longer. In her words, she wrote her book
not to obey the duty of remembering but in loyalty to the memory of those women
and men who disappeared before her eyes. Her story is not a simple memoir or
chronology of events. Instead, through a series of short chapters, she invites us to
reflect on what she has endured. Often centered on one person or place, the
scenes of brutality and horror she describes are intermixed with reflections of a
more meditative cast. Four Scraps of Bread is both historical and deeply evocative,
melancholic, and at times poetic in nature. Following the text is a “Historical Note”
with a chronology of the author's life that complements her kaleidoscopic style.
After liberation and a period in transit camps, she arrived in Belgium, where she
remained. Eventually, she chose to be baptized a Christian and pursued a career
as a child psychologist. The author records a journey through extreme suffering
and loss that led to radiant personal growth and a life of meaning. As she states:
"Today I do not feel like a victim of the Holocaust but a witness reconciled with
myself.” Her ability to confront her experiences and free herself from her trauma
allowed her to embrace a life of hope and peace. Her account is, finally, an
exhortation to us all to discover life-giving joy.

Bread for the Resistance
Bread for the Journey stakes out new territory for all who are engaged in the many
facts of mission, whether in the urban deserts of the modern United States,
working with AIDS sufferers in rural Uganda, or trying to make sense of conflicting
data on church, world, and gospel. This book makes available a wealth of mission
experience, bread for the journey for all those engaged in ecclesial work, whether
in the First World or the Third. While many speak about the importance of wisdom
theology" as something there ought to be more of," Gittins simply does wisdom
theology. Bread for the Journey bridges the boundaries between spirituality and
theology, mission and anthropology. It will transform your view of Christian
vocation.
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Bread for the Journey
The author's memoir of his childhood which was marked by the events of the
Holocaust. Tells how he and his family were interned at the Skarzysko
concentration camp and describes his life after liberation.

Being Bread
Bien Cuit introduces a new but decidedly old-fashioned approach to bread baking
to the cookbook shelf. In the ovens of his Brooklyn bakery, Chef Zachary Golper
bakes loaves that have quickly won over New York's top restaurants and bread
enthusiasts around the country. His secret: long, low-temperature fermentation,
which allows the bread to develop deep, complex flavours and a thick, mahoganycoloured crust - what the French call bien cuit, or 'well baked'. Golper recreates
classic breads for the home baker along with an assortment of innovative
'gastronomic breads'.

Bread on the Table
Winner of the 2014 Guild of Food Writers Award for Cookery Book of the Year.
James Morton was surely the people's favourite to win 2012's Great British Bake
Off series - with his Fairisle jumpers and eccentric showstoppers, this soft-spoken
Scottish medical student won the viewers' hearts if not the trophy. James's real
passion is bread-making. He is fascinated by the science of it, the taste of it, the
making of it. And in Brilliant Bread he communicates that passion to everyone,
demystifying the often daunting process of "proper" bread making. James uses
supermarket flour and instant yeast - you can save money by making your own
bread. You don't even have to knead! It just takes a bit of patience and a few
simple techniques. Using step by step photos, James guides the reader through the
how-to of dough making and shaping, with recipes ranging from basic loaves
through flatbreads, sourdoughs, sweet doughs, buns, doughnuts, focaccia and
pretzels. Inspiring and simple to follow, with James's no-nonsense advice and tips,
this book will mean you never buy another sliced white loaf again.
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